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Email Template to Solicit Donations

Email Auction Invite

Email To Solicit Donated Auction Items

Example Donation Form

Social Media Messaging Templates

Social Media Auction Invite With
Examples

Social Media Donation Ask With
Examples

In this e-guide you will find email and
social media templates for the following:
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A relevant opening message of thanks
Provide a short update on how your
organization is coping with the pandemic
Plan for reopening in-person events or plan for
virtual events
Organizational and programmatic strategies
you are implementing or want to implement
What’s needed to implement strategies and
what tangible impacts they will make
The #1-way supporters can help
Thank you!

Key elements to include:

EMAIL ELEMENTS FOR
GIVING CAMPAIGNS

EMAIL & SOCIAL MEDIA FUNDRAISING
TEMPLATE FOR NONPROFITS

When writing your email, ask yourself: 

“How does this message deepen the
relationships we have with our core

group of donors?”
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EMAIL TEMPLATE TO
SOLICIT $$$ DONATIONS

Remember: You can easily tailor this email message for a different
“ask” that suits your organization’s needs. Just don’t forget to include

the key elements listed above.

www.zgive.com

Hi [FIRST NAME],

Over the past year COVID has hit our community and nonprofit hard. [1
RECENT REASON WHY/HOW].

However, with your support, even COVID can’t stop our mission of [YOUR
MISSION].

At the moment, the #1 way you can help [NONPROFIT NAME] through COVID-
19 from the safety of your home is by (invite to a virtual auction event, other
fundraising giving campaign, etc.)

[VIRTUAL AUCTION OR GIVING CAMPAIGN INVITE INFO]

[DONATE NOW LINK] 

Gratefully,

[YOUR CEO/EDs NAME], [TITLE]
[NONPROFIT NAME/LOGO]

Thank you for your continued support of [NONPROFIT NAME]! Times may be hard,
but we will get through this together.

The #1 way you can help [NONPROFIT NAME] right now

BODY:

SUBJECT LINE: 
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1st Email Header: You Are Invited to Our Special Auction Event!
2nd Email Header: Don’t Miss This Virtual Auction Event!
3rd Email Header: Register Today! Our Virtual Auction Event is Tomorrow!
 
Dear Donor,
 
You are invited to join us for a virtual auction benefiting (insert nonprofit
name)! We so appreciate your continued support of our nonprofit! Thank you!
Because of your donations, we have been able to provide much-needed
resources for (insert your cause and mission info)
 
We invite you to join us for our upcoming virtual silent & live auction on
(insert date). The proceeds from this event will help (describe where the
money will go and how it will help). And the best part is you can participate in
this auction from your mobile device or desktop computer in the comfort of
your own home!
 
How to Participate:
 
Click (insert registration link as a hyperlink) to register, text (XXXX) to
(XXXXXXXXXX), or scan the QR code below. 
 
INSERT THE QR CODE TO REGISTER BELOW:
 

 Silent & Live Auction Will Include: (List a sample of items...)

AUCTION DATE: 
TIME: Silent auction will run from (insert start and end time)
Live auction will begin at (insert start time)
 
Please feel free to share this invite with your family and friends.
Thank you again for your support. and we look forward to having you at the
auction!

CREATE A VIRTUAL AUCTION IN  5
EASY STEPS [E-DOC]

EMAIL AUCTION INVITE 
Plan to send your email 3 times using different headers as you see below.
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Recognition of your [Name or Business Name] in the description of the
featured auction item
Your company logo (If Applicable) in the image section of the featured
auction item

Dear Contact Name, 

I am writing to you on behalf of [Your Organization Name] to request your
support of [Auction Name], a very special event to [Describe Purpose of
Auction]. The date of the [Auction Name] is [Insert Date] and the time is
[Insert Time]. We will be hosting this event [Virtually, Hybrid, In-Person - if
hybrid or in-person include location].

We are hoping to raise [$$$] amount for [Describe Your Cause/Mission].

Would [Insert Name or Business Name] support this effort through a
donation of [List Desired Auction Item's]. This would be a wonderful addition
to the event and would certainly enhance the dollars that are raised. 

In return for your donation, we would like to offer [Insert Company Name - If
Applicable] the following promotional consideration:

If you are interested in participating, please complete the attached
procurement form and email it back to me by [Insert Requested Date]. The
easiest way to do this is to scan or photograph the completed form and
attached it to your return email. Please keep a copy of the form as a receipt
for your records.

Thank you very much for your consideration of our request. Please feel free
to contact me by phone [Insert Phone#] or email me at [Insert Email] if you
would like more information or have any questions.

Sincerely, 

YOUR NAME
EMAIL SIGNATURE

CREATE A VIRTUAL AUCTION IN  5
EASY STEPS [E-DOC]

EMAIL TO SOLICIT DONATED
AUCTION ITEMS
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EXAMPLE DONATION FORM
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This is an example document for your reference 
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Eye-catching, real-time messages on social media are
truly the key to driving donor engagement and giving
throughout uncertain times. 

Say your annual gala has been canceled due to the
Coronavirus. And as part of your new plan, you will host a
virtual auction event. Let your audience know and post
an attractive graphic inviting them to participate. 

Be honest with your donors. Maybe your nonprofit has
never hosted a virtual event before, so tell your donors
you would really love their support! One of the best
things you can do is communicate with urgency and
transparency.

SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGING

“We’ve never done a virtual auction fundraising
event before, so we’re going to need all of the

support we can get right now. 
 

As you know, our annual fundrasing event is
critical to operating our program and fulfilling
our mission year after year. This is why we are

trying something so outside of our comfort
zones and asking you to join us so that

together, we can save lives.”

Take a look at this message example:
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SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGING
TEMPLATES

Tip: These messages can also double as text messages!
Tip: Include eye-catching graphics as a background to your message!

Now more than ever, we need your help. Please donate today. No
donation is too small. Your donation will [EXPLAIN HOW THEIR
DONATION WILL HELP YOUR CAUSE]. Give here: [DONATION LINK] 
[IMAGE OR VIDEO PROMOTING YOUR COVID-19 RELIEF FUND]

DONATE NOW

Thank you; two small words that mean so much. Today and every day,
we’re thankful to have such an incredible community of supporters like
you at [YOUR CHARITY] who keep us going throughout this pandemic. 
[IMAGE OR VIDEO SAYING THANK YOU]

THANK YOU

“[TESTIMONIAL QUOTE]” 
[IMAGE OR VIDEO RELATED TO TESTIMONIAL FOR FOLLOWERS TO
SHARE]

SHARE

Spread [YOUR CAUSE’S VALUE OR VISION - AND SUCCESS STORIES]
Learn more: [LINK TO DONATE PAGE]. 
[INSERT SHAREABLE IMAGE OR GRAPHIC]

INSPIRE

www.zgive.com

“[VIRTUAL AUCTION OR VIRTUAL EVENT]” 
[IMAGE OR VIDEO WITH INFORMATION TO REGISTER OR JOIN. INVITE
YOUR AUDIENCE TO SHARE]

INVITE
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
AUCTION INVITE
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Your logo

Name/date & time of the event

Your brand colors

Auction QR code

Link to register (To post in the Facebook descriptor)

Images of auction items or images of your organization

Date and time

Call-to-action - how to register

Elements To Include On Your Social Graphic:

Canva.com is a fantastic platform for creating graphics offering thousands of

customizable pre-made templates. By filling out a quick form you can get a free

account and create your graphics.
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Your logo

Reason for donation/specific donation ask

QR code scan-to-give

Text-to-give Info

Link-to-give (to post in the Facebook descriptor)

Short message

Compelling Image/s Related To Your Cause or Organization

Call-to-Action

Elements To Include On Your Social Graphics:

Canva.com is a fantastic platform for creating graphics offering

thousands of customizable pre-made templates. By filling out a quick

form you can get a free account and create your graphics.

SOCIAL MEDIA 
DONATION ASK
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With ZGIVE, you can host unlimited digital auctions that
will engage and delight your audience. And, every
auction features a donate button where participants can
give directly during the event.

During the auction, send text messages from the auction
portal to your participants and include Fund-A-Need to
ask donors to give a specific amount during the event. 
 These features are specifically designed to help you
engage your donors and increase giving. 

Finally, create a giving campaign with our digital
fundraising platform. This will allow you to effortlessly
text your donors a picture, message, and link for donors
to give or send an email with an online link or a QR code.
This is especially handy now that many events have
moved online.  

HOW ZGIVE HELPS
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SIMPLIFY YOUR 
AUCTION

FUNDRAISING
ZGIVE’s mission is to offer an affordable, 

easy-to-use digital auction and fundraising platform so
nonprofits can focus more on doing what they love.  

 
During these uncertain times, we are dedicated to our nonprofit

partners and here to help them benefit from our auction
platform. We are here to help raise they money they need to

thrive and make an impact for their cause.
 

Get started

Try ZGIVE today
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